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My hero academia episode 51

Page 2 1.6k comments View thousands of dubbed and subbed anime episodes on Anime-Planet. Legally and industry-supported because of partnerships with the anime industry! in: Episodes, Season 3 Episodes, Provisional Hero License Exam Arc Episodes Share Chapter 97 (End) Chapter 98Chapter 99 Provisional
Hero License Exam Arc Previous Next ← Episode 50 Episode 52 → Moving into Dorms (?寮, Haireryō?) is the fifty-fifth episode of the My Hero Academia anime and the thirteenth episode of the third season. Summary of the Heights Alliance. Inko Midoriya grants her son permission to move to the new dormitories of
U.A. High School. Izuku and the rest of Class 1-A are preparing to start their new lives in the new Heights Alliance dormitory. Nezu overlooks the new dormitories. They are not only for student safety, but they allow the teachers to investigate whether the students are involved in leaking information. Shota Aizawa meets
his students outside the building. He states they must start preparing to get preliminary hero permits as they had planned to during training camp. Then he points to the group that was going to save Katsuki and says he would have turned the whole class away, except For toru, Kyoka and Katsuki because no one stopped
them. Katsuki pays Eijiro back. Katsuki grabs Denki and forces him into his stupid state to distract the class. He then pays Eijiro back for the use of his allowance on night vision goggles. Eijiro promises to make up for it by buying them dinner later that evening. Shota shows his students around the dormitories and they all
get settled in. The girls decide to have a dorm presentation contest. They invade Izuku's room and notice that it is filled to the brim with All Might collectibles. Mina and Toru make their way into Fumikage's room. Fumikage is annoyed as his colleagues enter his dark and gloomy setup room. To everyone's expectations,
yuga's room is the opposite. No one wants to go to Minoru's room. Ojiro and Tenya's room are relatively normal. The boys get disappointed with their room presentation and Minoru pressure the girls to enter the contest. They look out of Eijiro's male room, then Mezo's empty room before they reach Hanta's well-
appointed Asian-style dormitory. The ladies love Rikido's pies. The girls are excited to see Shoto's room, and they are surprised as his room is completely styled differently than anyone else. Shoto reveals that he worked hard to replace the floor because he can't get comfortable on it. They finish the boy's rooms by
visiting Rikido's. His room is pretty normal, but he has prepared candy and the ladies love them. Kyoka's room is the first of the girls they visit. She punishes Yuga and Denki when they say it's un-ladylike. They Toru and Mina's very girly rooms next door. Tsuyu's not feeling well, so they skip her room and enter Momo's
cramped room. Her room is filled with large furniture from her mansion. The class votes for the Room King and Rikido ends up winning because the girls are enjoying his so they all voted for him, much to the surprise of Rikido and Kaminari and Mineta's dismay. Shoto tries to leave, but Ochaco brings him, Izuku, Momo,
Eijiro and Tenya out to meet Tsuyu. Tsuyu admits she was disappointed to save Katsuki despite her pleas. She says she couldn't laugh with anyone because she had such a bad feeling after Shota spoke to them that morning about it. Tsuyu wants to talk to them and share her feelings so she can have fun with her
friends again. Ochaco says Tsuyu isn't the only one who felt that way. The Room King contest was a way to resolve that tension. Ochaco wants to have fun with everyone in the class again. Izuku and everyone apologizes to Tsuyu as they try hard to get everything back to normal. Characters in order of appearance *
Disclosure: Some of the above links are affiliate links, meaning that, at no extra cost to you, Fandom will earn a commission if you click through and make a purchase. Community content is available under CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. The winner is...: Don't you like that someone who hasn't been given a chance
to be in the spotlight has won the competition? Even if it came through the cake. I didn't really think Sato would win, despite subconsciously buying the girls, because everyone seemed impressed with Todoroki's room, but now I realize that the focus of the girls was immediately converted to the cake he baked when he
offered them something! I mean, in general, who doesn't love a man who can cook, right? Making things right: Tsuyu is a gift!! She is the most mature in Class A, in my opinion, which is why it was worrying but refreshing to see her cry. Actually, just by wanting to clear the air by being honest with her classmates was
another testament to her maturity. I'm not saying that the others who chose to host some fun instead were immature; it's still actually a brave thing to do! However, I think the bravest people confront their feelings and do something to correct the negative. Thanks to her honesty, it was made even clearer to the members
of the rescue team that they should never act so rashly again because their class really cares about each other. (Side note: Due to her little tears and meek crying, Tsuyu reminded me of a bunch of critter for some reason!) Themes &amp; Trivia Yakiniku: In general, this Japanese term refers to any kind of grilled meat
dish. Usually bite-symeat meat is cooked, along with some vegetables. Just typing this down is already causing me to drool! Washitsu: Means traditional Japanese style room in English. These rooms are currently still widespread in Japan, especially japanese style inns (ryokan), bed &amp; (minshuku), or temple
accommodation, where tourists can spend the night. Since these rooms contain tatami mats as floors, they are also known as tatami rooms. Comments I watched this with my brother and he said the whole dorm thing reminded him of Danganronpa, and I actually agree! I can't not But also think of Gakuen Alice. Anyway,
I loved this whole episode a lot! My only complaints are probably the unnecessary fan service done to the girls at some points, and Mineta's overly pervy attitude. He really took it to the next level this time. Seriously, why is he a character in this show full of great characters? I don't think he's funny at all. They've been
working hard it's back to business in the next episode, and so the students have to get into gear and devise fantastic hero moves! I wonder how Deku will hold out now that he can't use his arms because of the risk of damaging them permanently. Well then, let us know what you thought of this episode! Maybe you can
even share things you think the kids can do together now that they're all living under one roof. And of course, the summer season has officially begun, so better check out the shows we'll review! NEXT: Create those Ultimate Moves (編必) My Hero Academia Season 3 Spring 2018 | Anime Info | Simulcast Simulcast
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